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Abstract Pursuant to the statistics data of Eurostat, the economy of European Union is slowly recovering from year lasting recession. The gross domestic product volume increased in 2nd quarter of the year 2013 by 0.3%. The industrial companies in EU are nevertheless facing still increasing competitiveness as the European and global markets are developing under current business conditions. To be successful within the frame of current supply chains the companies must have well-developed logistics management systems to effectively treat with flows streaming in their inner or outer supply chains. One of the main elements of company logistics management systems is inventory management subsystem to plan, to manage and to control particular stock items. In the paper it is briefly described the methodics to design effective inventory management system whether in industrial or service company (Hart, Musil & Taraba, 2014).
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapidly increasing understanding of logistics importance for business, companies and infrastructures, especially when optimization of all resources and increasing of profit is identified as its major task, the importance of inventory management is also gaining more recognition. All companies are under big competitive pressure in today’s business environment. To gain competitive advantage is often necessary to effectively reduce costs. Inventory management, or inventory control, is an attempt to balance inventory needs and requirements with the need to minimize costs resulting from obtaining and holding inventory. Inventory management is an attempt to maintain an adequate supply of goods while minimizing inventory costs. To effectively manage inventory is good to have well-developed forecasting system as a supporting tool to make managerial decision. As soon as there are data on future demand or consumption and those data are accurate so it’s easier to manage inventory, whether raw materials inventory, semi-finished product inventory or final product inventory. It’s important to realize that the inventory constitute considerable cost item of any company. (Hart & Lisakoviča, 2011), (Hart, Musil & Taraba, 2014).

2. LOGISTICS AND ITS IMPORTANCE FOR ECONOMY

The impetuses of advanced economies are particular industries which are more or less typical for individual countries. Each industry has got its own and characterized supply chain in which the huge material, financial and information flows originate. As a result of contemporary global trend of business, the material flows are getting more and more complex and bulky. Those huge material flows it’s necessary to plan, manage and control, that’s the core of supply chain management using logistics science methods and approaches. At the present time, all elements of any supply chain, see figure 1, are affected by growing importance of international business and growing volume of material flows. (Hart, Lukoszová & Kubíková, 2012), (Hart, Musil & Taraba, 2014)
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For illustration, the evolution of world’s economy indicators along first decade of the 21st Century had positive growing trend, see figure 2. In the figure 2, it can be seen the global economic crisis of 2008 and 2009 which caused the total merchandise trade decline thereby also the world’s GDP decline but positive growing trend of world’s economy indicators, in the first decade of the 21st Century, is evident.
In consequence of globalization trend and increasing level of competitiveness, the companies across particular supply chains apply in their management systems process approaches. Enterprise management systems are increasingly using logistics management principles and techniques. The result is that the logistics as a science is getting more and more important and it can be classified in industrial sphere as:

- purchasing logistics,
- production logistics,
- packaging logistics,
- warehousing logistics,
- distribution logistics,
- reverse logistics.

By the globalization trend is just not affected industrial sphere but also tertiary sphere, where can be recognized very important and perspective logistics science discipline, city logistics. In context of mineral resources decrease and increasing importance of environment protection is further defined logistics science discipline, green logistics.

Therefore, the logistics science approaches to plan, manage and control, are crucial as for organizations of industrial sphere so for the organizations of tertiary sphere to make effective decisions in cost and eco-friend way under long-term sustainable growth conception.

The increasing signification of logistics science for economy is also emphasized in scenario study “Delivering Tomorrow: Logistics 2050” by Deutsche Post DHL published in February 2012. In that study are defined 5 scenarios of life in the year 2050, taking into account essential factors such as globalization trend, economic and social development, state of the art and environment conditions. In all 5 built-up scenarios:

- scenario 1 – Untamed Economy, Impending Collapse,
- scenario 2 – Mega-Efficiency in Megacities,
- scenario 3 – Customized Lifestyles,
- scenario 4 – Paralyzing Protectionism,
- scenario 5 – Global Resilience, Local Adaptation.

the logistics science plays significant role for the economy. All scenarios have got common feature, considerably transformed role of logistics. The total demand of logistics services is growing in most of 5 scenarios but special requirements asked the logistics companies to perform are largely different.

“Logistics is about creating value – value for customers and suppliers of the firm, and value for the firm’s stakeholders.” (Ballou, 2003).

3. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

The inventories are the common element of supply chains, which constitutes considerable costs of companies keeping these inventories. It’s generally possible to say, that the inventories represent 20% of capital in manufacturing companies
and up to 50% of capital in business companies (Pernica, 2005). The inventories are comprehended as natural constituent in manufacturing and distribution companies. The inventories are occurred in quite number of supply chain stages – e.g. raw material inventories, component inventories, work-in-process inventories and final product inventories, see Figure 3.

![Possible points in supply chain to accumulate inventory](image)

**Fig. 3** The Possible Points in Supply Chain to Accumulate Inventory (Ballou, 2003).

The inventories are the factor which significantly affects operating results of any company thereby also its market position. The inventory level should be on the one hand the lowest possible due to locked-up capital but on the other hand it should be the highest possible to maximal service level. Both standpoints are contradictory therefore the company management must choose between them particular compromise. The investing in inventories often represents one of the highest financial items of companies therefore the decision regarding on inventory management system is ranked among strategical decisions (Horáková & Kubát, 1998).

Within the frame of free market economy it’s rising inventory importance and their effective management. Inventory management should lead to optimal inventory level. What does it mean for company? It’s in principle a choosing and a finding of optimal relation between inventories function and connected costs. It stands to find optimal relation among single cost types which are concerning of inventories. Some types of cost are rising with increasing inventory level, other on the contrary are deduced. To ensure competitiveness of company in long-time horizon, it’s necessary to have well-developed inventory management system of particular stock keeping units (Horáková & Kubát, 1998), (Hart, 2010). The warehousing can represent 20% to 40% of stock keeping unit value (Ballou, 2003), (Hart, 2010). The main aims of inventory management system are to optimize customer service level, inventory level cost and operating cost level (Hart, Taraba & Tomašík, 2014).
4. PUSH AND PULL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Push strategy to manage inventory is suitable for system design of inventory management where a manufacturing and procurement are predominant powers to determine require inventory level and optimal supply frequency. This strategy it’s possible to describe by 5 following points.

1. Demand or consumption forecast calculation,
2. actual inventory level assignment in particular warehousing locations,
3. total demand or consumption calculation + safety stock calculation to smooth variation
4. net demand calculation as a difference between total consumption and current inventory level in warehouse facilities,
5. allocation of net need of items into single warehousing locations on the basis of average demand (Ballou, 2003).

The strategy of inventory management pull is approach which takes a look at each part of supply chain as an independent on others. The forecast creation and supply lot size determination are realized on the assumption that it takes into account only local conditions.

**Fig. 4** Inventory Management Strategy Push and Pull (Ballou, 2003).

This approach gives precise control of inventory level in particular supply locations. Pull strategy is especially popular at the retail level. It’s a system to control low inventory level in single supply locations. Each supply location is managed separately pursuant to its own territorial forecasts which are generated on the basis of concrete conditions of single territories. The scheme of both strategies is illustrated in the Figure 4.
5. ORDER PENETRATION POINT THEORY

The foundation to comprehend and systematic work with so called order penetration point is visualization or mapping of material, information and financial flows of given inner or outer supply chain, see Figure 5.

![General Visualization of a Supply Chain](Horáková & Kubát, 1998).

The horizontal approach of logistics management is represented by material flow classification from the its management point of view. In general a material flow can be divided in two parts. First part is managed according to inventory level or program based on demand forecast, second part is managed accordance with customer orders, see Figure 6.

![Order Penetration Point](Bazala & Kol, 2007)

Inventory management system (stock level management) gives impulse to start production or to buy the items to replenish inventory level at the moment when actual inventory level decreased under so called signal or order level. Inventory management based on program is extension of previous system by time magnitude. The impulse whose birth depends on up-to-date inventory level it’s here replaced by plan (scheduled program) to replenish inventory items. On the basis of demand forecast it’s determined expected time pattern of immediate inventory level. The needed terms to give job orders or to place buy orders are subsequently deduced from the expected demand pattern – forecast. Beside the management pursuant to customer orders, an assembly, a manufacturing and eventually also previous procurement of some raw materials and parts are started not until order receiving and its confirmation (Horáková & Kubát, 1998).
The order penetration point (OPP) divides supply chain into two parts (Bazala & Kol, 2007):

- scenario 1 – Untamed Economy, Impending Collapse,
- the part where all is managed on account of plan (to the left from the OPP), there’s factor of uncertainty due to it’s important to have reasonable safety stock in the OPP,
- the part where all is managed according to real demand level (to the right from the OPP), this system is typical by zero or minimal inventory level, all is only matter of capacity balancing and planning.

The order penetration point refers always to certain product mix and business market. That means it relates to specific product (product family, product assortment) and to specific customers in some business territory. The determination of OPP position within the frame of inner or outer supply chain is strategical decision of company’s top management. It’s possible to distinguish 5 essential types of OPP which are illustrated in the Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labelling</th>
<th>OPP Position</th>
<th>Basic Logistics Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPP 1</td>
<td>In distribution network warehouses</td>
<td>Make and distribution to stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP 2</td>
<td>In final products warehouse</td>
<td>Make to stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP 3</td>
<td>In assembly parts warehouse</td>
<td>Assembly to order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP 4</td>
<td>In raw materials warehouse</td>
<td>Make to order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP 5</td>
<td>Outside the company – at suppliers</td>
<td>Procurement and make to order</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 General Illustration of Supply Chain and 5 Possible OPP Positions (Horáková & Kubát, 1998).

OPP 1 in distribution warehouses, the final products are dispatched into distribution warehouses network, from where there are delivered to customers. In this case, it’s expected distribution network, a customer order penetrates just into distribution warehouse. OPP 2 in final products warehouse, the final products are accumulated in a company in one place. The customer order penetrates into final product warehouse of manufacturing plant eventually into central distribution shed from where the final products are dispatched. OPP 3 in assembly parts warehouse, the assembly process starts until a customer order received. The OPP is located inside of manufacturing or assembly process. OPP 4 in raw materials warehouse of the producer, in this case, there are just stored only raw material items and purchased parts. The customer order penetrates as far as into those items or parts. The production is started until the concrete order received. Each customer order is usu-
ally met by single production order. OPP 5 in suppliers’ warehouses, a company doesn’t have inventory. A purchasing of raw materials items is started until customer order received. Each customer order represents a specific project.

The order penetration point defines two different areas in which the material flows are managed unlikely. There are used different methods to plan, to manage and to control of material flows in the mentioned supply chain parts (Horáková & Kubát, 1998).

6. COMMON STARTING – POINTS OF SYSTEM APPROACH

To solve issues from various fields under current global, complex conditions there’s a need of systematic approach – an application of notions such as methodology, methodics and method.

The methodology can be defined as a system of broad principles or rules from which specific methods or procedures may be derived to interpret or solve different problems within the scope of a particular discipline. Unlike an algorithm, a methodology is not a formula but a set of practices (http://www.businessdictionary.com).

Whereas the methodics can be circumscribed as approach repeatable and learnable through a step by step procedure. In simple terms it’s a sequence of steps to reach desired aim.

The method can be generally described as an established, habitual, logical, or prescribed practice or systematic process of achieving certain ends with accuracy and efficiency, usually in an ordered sequence of fixed steps. Thus, the system approach can be understood as management thinking that emphasizes the interdependence and interactive nature of elements within and external to an analysed system or more precisely organization (http://www.businessdictionary.com). To tackle a problem nowadays usually requires usage both systematic approach and modelling, when the real systems are necessary to transform to general systems with mathematical – statistical expression and visualization.

7. METHODOICS TO CREATE EFFECTIVE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

To design any management system in industrial or service field under current global market conditions it should be proceeded through a methodics. A methodics, briefly speaking, is an ordered sequence of steps which should be realized to reach desired output. For the purposes to create effective inventory management system in a company, it was developed general methodics consisting of 6 steps, namely:

1. Industrial or service company description,
2. Visualization of inner and outer supply chain,
3. Order penetration point determination,
4. Stock keeping units segmentation and analysis,
5. Creation of inventory management system – push, pull,
6. Integration with enterprise resource planning system of a company.

Thus, by using this methodics it’s possible to design effective inventory management system step by step. As one can see, there are important logistics notions applied in the methodics that are: visualization, inner and outer supply chain, order penetration point and push / pull management systems that are necessary to define and analyse in desired detail level in given project to create inventory management system (Hart, Musil, & Taraba, 2014).

8. CASE STUDY

The food industrial company, which is producer of beverages, needs to optimize few parameters of inventory management stated below (Hart, Musil, & Taraba, 2014), (Hart & Lisakovića, 2011):

- level of raw material inventory (ingredients to produce soft drinks),
- level of semi-finished product inventory (drinks mixture to finish soft drinks),
- level of final products inventory (particular final products assortment),
- level of plastics bottles inventory (to fill final soft drinks),
- level of labels inventory, etc. (to mark bottles filled by final soft drink).

Fig. 8 Supply Chain Visualization [Hart, M. 2014]
To set optimal levels of particular kinds of inventory and to calculate required safety stocks to ensure optimal customer service is crucial to have well-developed inventory management system. On the basis of created methodics the company supply chain has been analyzed and it has been drafted a scheme of main material flows, see Figure 8.

On account of visualized supply chain of the company it has been found that the entire final product assortment is manufactured by approach make-to-stock. Thus following this fact there has been designed push inventory management system which is based on demand forecasting subsystem of final products. How should be developed demand forecasting system in a company, see (Hart, 2010). Once the demand forecasting system has been created the desired levels of particular stock keeping units have been set in a way to minimize costs and maximize service level. At the end of the project the set inventory levels and actual forecasts have been entered into company information system (Hart, Musil, & Taraba, 2014).

9. CONCLUSION

The absence of effective planning can lead in a company to unjustified resources allocation and to making of ineffective decisions concerning of enterprise management at its particular functional parts. As a result of it the customers can be unsatisfied with offered service level, it can increase the costs connected with uneconomical enterprise processes operation and an enterprise as a whole isn’t prepared for the market conditions of its business in the long-term period (Hart, 2010).

The developed methodics mentioned and briefly described in the previous paragraphs can be used to create inventory management system in any industrial or service company, and thus it can contribute to improve entire enterprise management system. The development of new methodologies, methodics and their direct application in the industry or service fields is the right way under current business-innovative environment to reach high level of competitiveness in the long-term sustainable growth (Hart, Musil, & Taraba, 2014).
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